
Power to be You

The power to   
express myself

Introducing Indi™ 
The world’s first all-in-one, consumer-focused  

speech tablet for symbol communication



Indi gives you the 
power to express yourself 

Indi is the world’s first all-in-one, consumer-focused speech 
tablet for symbol-based communicators. Our revolutionary 
Snap™ + Core First® software comes pre-installed, 
empowering you to instantly take control and accelerate your 
communication journey.

Snap is designed to be intuitive and easy to get started 
with so you don’t have to spend hours on choosing the right 
software, setup, or getting the right content in place – it’s 
already done for you! At the heart of Snap is the Core First 
pageset, a research-based Core Word framework to help you 
continuously build your vocabulary and communication skills. 
Core First is built on three pillars for communication success: 
growth, engagement, and literacy.

Unlike anything else on the market, Indi was created 
specifically for Augmentative and Alternative Communication 
(AAC) and comes with all of your needs fully integrated. 
That’s why we created a tablet with speakers loud enough to 
give users a powerful voice and we’ve included free access 
to an ecosystem of support and expertise. 

Incredibly priced at $999, the consumer-focused  
(non-funded) Indi can be directly purchased from Tobii 
Dynavox – online or through your local consultant – and 
you’ll get it in just a few days, no waiting required.

Powerful built-in speakers

“ I couldn’t believe how easy Indi was to get started with. 
When you turn it on it’s just a few quick steps and you’re 
immediately able to start communicating.”

– HUNTER’S DAD



Created to be heard 

with powerful, outward facing, built-in  
speakers providing clear speech, exceptionally 

loud output, and a wide range of authentic 
sounding voices.

Made for everyday interactions

with capabilities that go beyond speech 
communication like Environmental Control 

Units (ECUs), Infrared (IR), access to social 
media, email, and texting.

Built for your world

with an easy-to-hold, ergonomic design, 
Indi is ultra-portable and ready to go  

out-of-the-box.

Indi is designed 
around your needs

Created to be heard 

with powerful, outward facing, built-in  
speakers providing clear speech, exceptionally 

loud output, and a wide range of authentic 
sounding voices.

Made for everyday interactions

with capabilities that go beyond speech 
communication like Environmental Control 

Units (ECUs), Infrared (IR), access to social 
media, email, and texting.

Adapts to your access method

with numerous compatible inputs such as 
switch-scanning, head-mouse, and touch with 

keyguards, etc.  



A companion for your literacy and learning journey

Indi & the Power to be You

Learning language, achieving literacy and becoming an independent communicator is a journey with 
many stages. Snap + Core First is the most interactive and engaging software solution on the market that 
meets each communicator wherever they are on that journey and evolves with them as they grow.

Why is it easy to use? Snap is centered on consistent design 
and organization across all pages and navigation, which means 
that users and those who communicate with them will find 
Snap intuitive and simple. A new search tool also makes it easy 
to find words quickly.

How does it help users grow? Based on proven research 
by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Core First 
was designed for you to move forward on your communication 
journey. As you evolve, Core First will evolve with you – 
meaning you’ll never lose what you’ve already learned as you 
unlock additional vocabulary and new concepts.

We believe everyone deserves a voice, the opportunity to gain literacy, and to achieve independence. 
Indi provides you with:

The power to express yourself

There is power in being able to talk to friends, build 
relationships and express who you are. Indi has everything 
users need to develop their own voice and build 
independence. 

The power to focus on what matters 

Indi helps you focus on communication, not technology. It’s an 
all-in-one communication solution, and Tobii Dynavox offers 
unmatched support for hardware and software.

The power to fulfill your potential

Literacy creates opportunity. Based on years of research and 
user testing, Snap + Core First is an intuitive software solution 
created to move symbol-based communicators forward. 

Why is engagement important?  Core First allows its  
users to be engaged in quick, real-time conversation about 
topics that are most important to them. Using the tools 
provided, communicators can participate, initiate, or even  
lead conversations with communication partners.

Is literacy possible? Yes, we believe that all communicators 
should have access to literacy tools. No matter your starting 
point, Core First will help you learn new words, continuously 
grow your skills, and build upon them – making literacy 
possible.

Customizable Grid Sizes



Tobii Dynavox gives you the power to focus on growth 

Comprehensive ecosystem of support

To keep your focus on communication growth, and not worry about technology, you will receive full 
access to a truly unparalleled and free ecosystem of content and a library of resources.

Discover Tobii Dynavox is an app that comes pre-installed 
on Indi and was created to give quick and easy access to 
resources (trainings, quick links, tips, etc.) in one convenient 
place.

Core First Learning is a free web-based program delivered 
through the free Boardmaker® Online Student Center. It takes 
Core Word lessons to a whole new level with interactive 
books and activities. 

Core First Books and Lessons are downloadable and help 
to support Core Word learning and reinforcement. Printed box 
sets are also available for purchase.

Expertise and experience you can trust

An all-in-one solution that is affordable and attainable 

Indi is the innovative result of a highly experienced team 
from Tobii Dynavox made up of educators, clinicians, PhDs, 
engineers, and professionals who are passionate about 
empowering others to reach their full potential. We work every 
day to help people communicate and achieve literacy, so they 
can live richer and more independent lives. 

Tobii Dynavox is the leading provider of touch and eye tracking 
based assistive technology hardware and software. We have 
helped provide a voice to tens of thousands of individuals with 
disabilities such as autism, cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, 
intellectual disabilities, aphasia, ALS, Rett syndrome and spinal 
cord injury with our world-class technology and solutions.

We want to help communicators get started quickly, without 
anything else getting in the way. Instead of dealing with 
insurance, referrals, and waiting for months to get started,  
you can order the Indi online now, and receive it within days. 

Ordering Indi is as easy as purchasing a consumer tablet, 
but without the need to buy additional equipment, like add-on 
speakers and software for communication, or going to multiple 
sites for assistance.

For $999, Indi offers everything needed to get going right 
away with symbol-based communication, at any proficiency 
level. That includes integrated software and extra powerful 
speakers, along with the same features as any other 
Windows 10 tablet, like access to the internet, rear and 
front-facing cameras, and apps for social media and games.

Pathways for Core First is a great resource and easy 
to follow implementation tool to help you reach your 
communication goals. This free companion app offers a 
guided experience to successfully implement Core First. 
Packed with expert knowledge, find lesson plans, tips, and 
videos to help you get the most out of Core First. 

MyTobiiDynavox is an online tool for connecting with team 
members and other families to share files and resources. You 
can securely backup Indi’s data to MyTobiiDynavox, where you 
can seamlessly manage all your files. 



Indi, our consumer-focused (non-funded) speech 
tablet, includes everything needed to start right out 
of the box and build success, including our Snap + 
Core First communication software. Ordering Indi is 
as easy and fast as purchasing a consumer tablet, 
no waiting required. To learn more about Indi with 
Snap + Core First, please visit tobiidynavox.com/indi

Technical Support and Warranty 

Service and support is easily available from one place,  
Tobii Dynavox, for all your Indi with Snap needs. Indi comes 
with a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty and 90 days of 
telephone support to get you up and running quickly. 

The optional Support360SM warranty comes with 
telephone support and covers any device repairs, 
no questions asked! Support360 is available 
for $299 for one year, $549 for two years and 
$799 for three years. Alternatively, you are able to 
purchase telephone only support for $99 per year.

Optional Durable Case Accessories  

Custom-built for AAC, an optional Durable Case is available 
in three different colors – Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool 
Gray – and comes in two different options, with or without 
keyguard holder. 

• Durable Case - shoulder strap, and built-in mount 
plate, carry handle, and kickstand: $99 

• Durable Case with keyguard holder - shoulder  
strap, and built-in mount plate, carry handle, and 
kickstand: $119

• Keyguards (for Durable Case with keyguard holder)  
are available for all different sizes of buttons: $75

Product Specifications

Indi with Snap + Core First, all for $999
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Support360™

Type/Model Tobii Dynavox Indi

Operating system Microsoft® Windows 10 Pro

Screen 10.1" (25.65 cm)

Screen Resolution 1920 x 1200 px

Touch Panel Multi-point Capacitive Touch

Weight 1 lb 11 oz (765 g)

Dimensions 9.6 x 6.9 x 1.4 in  
(24.4 x 17.6 x 3.5 cm)

Speakers 2 × 31mm
4 ohm, 3.5 W

Microphone 1 × Analog Microphone

Processor Intel Atom Z8350 – 4 Cores, 2MB  
Cache, 1.92Ghz

RAM 4 GB RAM

Flash Storage 64 GB eMMC

Connectors 2 Micro-B USB 2.0
1 Micro-B USB 3.0
Headphone/Microphone Jack
12 VDC Charging Port

Infrared (IR) Wideband Learning Infrared Remote Center

Sensors 3-Axis Gyro, Accelerometer, Compass,  
Ambient Light Sensor

Buttons 1 × Power On
1 × Volume Up and Volume Down

WLAN IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n

Bluetooth® Bluetooth 4.0 / BLE

Camera Rear-facing: 5 Megapixels
Front-facing: 2 Megapixels

Power & Battery Built-in 29.6 Wh Lithium Ion Battery

Battery Run Time > 8 hrs. normal usage

Battery Charge Time <4 hrs

Windows Language 
Support

Supports all Windows 10 languages  
and language packs (download may  
be required)

Core First Language 
Support

English


